
Multilayered cast - repositionable adhesive with air channels (ICSTM system)

A high gloss 3D formable cast film with a woven carbon fibre pattern 

between the two PVC layers. The high gloss transparent coating creates a 

marvelous sense of depth when the film bends. The pattern remains very 

nicely intact when installed on convex and concave surfaces.

Omega-Skinz Dionero is extremely conformable and ideal for automotive as 

well as industrial and marine applications.

Product number: OS-1978

Roll width: 152 cm.

Roll length: 20 m.

Stretchability: 190%*

Thickness: 100 micron

Adhesive: OS-ICS-21 solvent with micro
 air channels

Structure: Unique MLSTM system (consists
 of several layers)

* Read: stratches 90% beyond its original size. 
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The Gods have spoken
 
It was time for yet another carbon fibre film. 
The difference from the previously versions is the colour and 
the pattern. Dionero is darker and the pattern is larger. 
Where the Elemento series matched perfectly with the real 
carbon of BMW and Ferrari, among others, Dionero matches 
the carbon of supercars. Bigger, coarser and perfect for large 
surfaces.

Omega-Skinz carbon better than other brands?

The unique mounting options are the deciding factor. 
Dionero is a high-quality cast PVC film and can simply be 
3D deformed without unsightly overlaps and incisions. 
It processes just like ordinary wrapping film. Dionero comes 
with a hard protective layer that must be removed before 
applying it. 

 High gloss with a smooth finish

 3D formable

 Repositionable solvent adhesive

 Micro air channel technology

P R O P E RT I E S (shortened; see the technical datasheet for full details)



EXTREMELY 3D FORMABLE

CARBON CAST FILM

MADE IN EUROPE

EXTREMELY 3D FORMABLE

CARBON CAST FILM
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For more information, datasheets and pictures,
go to www.omega-skinz.com

YOUR DISTRIBUTOR:


